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How to get Started
The first step towards writing a quality research paper is to organize what is to be written.
-The Introduction
-The Body
-The Conclusion

The introduction should give the reader an idea of the essay’s or papers intent, including a b

These are the steps to be followed before writing any kind of paper or essay. After these basi

College courses demand many different kinds of writing that employ a variety of strategies for

The whole writing process is divided into three steps namely prewriting, writing, and rewritin
-Prewriting: In the prewriting phase one ponders over the questions like what he has to write

-Writing: In this phase the plan is implemented by working out the details and fine-tuning tho

-Rewriting: In the phase of rewriting or revising, the material or paper written is reviewed a

During these steps, there are some phases, which also take place before the final draft of the
Another important factor is looking at the topic from a multiple perspective, when a topic is

Doing exploratory research is included here with the prewriting techniques because library res
The final draft is what we hand in as the completed paper. Before turning in the final draft,
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